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CEO’s message
Public sector governance

We hope to build a strong cohort of governance professionals in  

the public sector that never again will we as a country have to  

witness what we have witnessed over the past few years.

Stephen Sadie
CEO, CSSA

There is a new mood in the country as we begin to unravel 
ourselves from the doom and gloom of the Zuma era. There is 
also a new beginning for public sector governance. As a country 
we were dragged down over the past few years by poor 
governance and the corresponding corruption at numerous 
state-owned enterprises (SOEs) such as Eskom, SAA, Transnet, 
SABC, Prasa, ACSA, and Denel, etc. Parliament has awoken 
from its slumber and poor governance in the public sector is 
being tackled on a daily basis. We were delighted with the swift 
appointment of the new Eskom board which looks promising. 
We look forward to a major clean-up of other SOE boards. We 
wish our new minister of public enterprises, Pravin Gordhan, all 
strength in this mammoth undertaking.

Even though the SOEs have hogged the headlines, poor public 
sector governance is not limited to SOEs but includes national 
and provincial departments and municipalities. One only has to 
read the Auditor General’s (AG) reports to parliament to realise 
the extent of poor governance across these three levels. We fully 

support the AG’s attempt to change the legislation giving his 
office more teeth in taking action against serial offenders. 

For years, we as CSSA, have continuously highlighted the 
governance problems in the public sector. This has been a 
golden thread in our premier corporate governance conferences, 
in our seminars, in the eZine, our technical newsletters and our 
Boardroom magazine. In 2016 we introduced a module on 
public sector governance as we decided that we should put our 
shoulder to the wheel and do something constructive to build up 
a cohort of trained governance professionals who could make a 
difference to the public sector. In fact we were the first division 
of our international body ICSA, to put together such a module. 
We hope to build a strong cohort of governance professionals in 
the public sector that never again will we as a country have to 
witness what we have witnessed over the past few years. No 
doubt much more will be revealed in the coming weeks in 
parliamentary enquiries and in the commission of enquiry on 
state capture. We have much to be grateful for in the sterling role 

https://www.facebook.com/Chartered-Secretaries-Southern-Africa-CSSA-360160474013589/
https://www.facebook.com/Chartered-Secretaries-Southern-Africa-CSSA-360160474013589/
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CEO’s message (continued)
Public sector governance

played by the media in uncovering what happened and by the 
brave whistle blowers who put their lives on the line by exposing 
the corruption. We have no doubt that there will be a massive 
pushback from those who benefited from the wheeling and 
dealing that went on as they cling to their privileges. However it 
is incumbent on all of us to continue to insist on and work on an 
ongoing clean-up. 

Although the focus is on public sector governance, we should 
be under no illusion that all is well in the private sector. Steinhoff, 
KPMG, SAP, McKinsey and Resilient are all well-known examples 
of poor corporate governance in the private sector. 

CSSA will continue to strive to improve on governance in both 
the public and private sectors. We offer an internationally 
recognised, honours level qualification in corporate governance. 
We have attracted a number of other professionals such as 
lawyers, accountants, risk managers, compliance officers and 
others who wish to improve on their understanding and practice 
of corporate governance. We look forward to drawing into our 
ranks all those who see the problem of poor governance and 
wish to add their shoulder to the wheel in working for a South 
Africa we can all be proud of. 

I hope you enjoy reading this issue of the eZine. 

https://www.facebook.com/Chartered-Secretaries-Southern-Africa-CSSA-360160474013589/
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Events02

Sabrina Paxton, Technical Adviser 
Best practice guides serve to provide practical guidelines on 
implementing fundamental principles and standards. We are 
pleased to announce the launch of two recent guides.

On 1 March 2018, we held a breakfast launch at our office our 
Best Practice Guide: Minuting Meetings. This launch was led by 
a panel of experts in the field namely:
  Natasha Bouwman FCIS – CSSA Director, Member of the 

Thought Leadership Committee, ICSA;
  Sandi Linford FCIS – CSSA Director, Technical Committee 

Chairman;
  Joanne Matisonn FCIS – Technical Committee Member; and
  Ronelle Kleyn FCIS – Technical Committee Member.

Minuting meetings forms part of a company secretary’s daily 
duties, and the technicalities around style; level of detail to 

Launch of best practice guides

include; handling conflicts of interest; dealing with requests to 
access minutes, among others, can be a daunting challenge 
with many differing opinions in this regard as to what the correct 
procedure to follow would be. Directors and committee members 
all need to have a thorough understanding of what accurate 
minutes ought to reflect, as well as the procedure around 
minuting meetings.

To read further, please click on this link:
http://www.chartsec.co.za/documents/members/CSSA-Best-
Practice%20Guide.pdf

The Corporate Secretaries International Association (CSIA), of 
which CSSA is an affiliated member, recently launched its guide 
on global board evaluation trends and practices. This guide 
contains research following a global survey which was undertaken 
to ascertain the attitude of different jurisdictions toward the 
benefit and importance of conducting board evaluations.  
The launch, which was held on 15 March 2018 at Alexander 
Forbes in Sandton, saw an esteemed panel of experts, including 
Anton van Wyk (PwC); Victor Prozesky (TBP); Carina Wessels 
(FCIS, Alexander Forbes) and William Somerville (FCIS, CSSA 
Technical Committee) discuss and interrogate some of the key 
findings contained in the guide, including elements relating to:
  board evaluation processes and practices;
  the role of technology used in the evaluation process, and
  the role of the corporate secretary/governance professional in 

the evaluation process.

Board evaluations are vital, as the board itself represents the 
cornerstone of corporate governance within a company. Through 
board evaluations, any difficulties being experienced by the 
board in achieving the strategic goals of a company, may be 

Victor Prozesky, William Somerville and Anton van Wyk attend the launch

https://www.facebook.com/Chartered-Secretaries-Southern-Africa-CSSA-360160474013589/
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Launch of best practice guides
Events (continued)

addressed and remedied. In addition, board evaluations  
foster the key requirements of transparency and disclosure in  
ensuring the long-term sustainability and success of a company.  
The company secretary plays a key role in facilitating board 
evaluations, and this guide provides a comprehensive learning 
tool in achieving the crucial task of conducting continuous and 
efficient board evaluations. 

To access this guide on board evaluations please follow this link: 
http://www.chartsec.co.za/documents/members/Global%20
board%20evaluation%20practices%20and%20trends.pdf

We will continue to provide vital information on a variety of 
topics, and these best practice guides are one of the ways in 
which we will continue to keep you informed and updated on 
best practices to follow in relation to the pertinent role which you 
serve within your organisation.
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Contact: colette@chartsec.co.za to make your booking.
www.chartsec.co.za

GETRE-energisedinstantly!

Get corporate governance back to peak 
 performance with the 10th premier 

 corporate governance conference – it 
 has all the ingredients you need to  

stay on top of your game.

22 & 23 August 2018 Montecasino, Johannesburg
Save  
the date

Events (continued)02
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From the Technical  
Adviser’s desk03

In analysing the link between corporate governance and the governing 

body of a company, it has been said that “leadership provides the 

motivation and impulsion to make corporate governance effective”.

Sabrina Paxton
CSSA Technical Adviser

Good governing bodies, good corporate governance

When you think of effective leadership and the influence it can 
make within an organisation, it is impossible to apply King IV 
without having a governing body which encompasses and is 
representative of traits of good leadership. We have all heard the 
saying “the fish rots from the head” – and this cannot be more 
accurate. What is the purpose of having an internationally 
acclaimed King Code if the governing body is made up of 
individuals who display traits of self-entitlement, and who do not 
hear the voices of stakeholders? Effective governance goes 
beyond sound business strategies and financial planning, and 
requires compassion to ensure an environment which is 
representative in totality of being a good corporate citizen. 
Individuals who are in the most junior positions need to understand 
the meaning of good corporate governance and need to feel 
assured that their organisations are representative of this. 

There have been many debates as to what makes a good 
governing body, good leadership forms the foundation. The 
governing body of a company needs to comprise of individuals 

who embody traits of good leadership. 
According to Forbes, good leaders in general represent the 
following traits:
  Being passionate about their work;
  Showing respect, empathy and care to all persons working 

within the company;
  Familiarising themselves with the strengths and weaknesses of 

those they engage with;
  Inspiring confidence and leading the company to achieve its 

goals; and
  Having a clear vision, integrity and being humble.

Character plays a vital role in achieving good corporate governance. 
Research has shown that the character of governing body 
members’ affects their decision-making; the way in which 
information is discussed in board meetings and the governance of 
a company as a whole. 

In analysing the link between corporate governance and the 
governing body of a company, it has been said that “leadership 

https://www.facebook.com/Chartered-Secretaries-Southern-Africa-CSSA-360160474013589/
https://www.facebook.com/Chartered-Secretaries-Southern-Africa-CSSA-360160474013589/
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From the Technical
Adviser’s desk (continued)03

Important dates

28 May 2018 to 1 June 2018 May examinations

13 July 2018 May exam release

22 and 23 August Premier Corporate Governance Conference

14 November Integrated Reporting Awards

provides the motivation and impulsion to make corporate 
governance effective. Its key role is to create a culture in the 
corporate which uses effective governance to achieve its purpose. 
This culture encourages the behaviour needed to embed corporate 
governance in the entity.” In achieving good corporate governance, 
the governing body needs to encourage a clear mission and value 
statement within the company. The governing body needs to 
ascribe to a code of ethics which transcends throughout the 
company and which sets the tone for transparency, discipline and 
fairness within the company. We have seen many companies fall 
short of this recently, such as Eskom, Steinhoff, KPMG, SAA and 
McKinsey. Many ordinary employees suffered because of the tone 
at the top. As I said at the beginning of this article, “the fish rots 
from the head”.

Effective leadership is a core outcome of King IV. The governing 
body must have the necessary skill and knowledge to effectively 
drive the organisation toward operational success and must put in 
place necessary policies and appropriate strategies to achieve this. 
In addition, it must possess good leadership traits which run 
through the entire organisation and which foster a spirit of 
teamwork; empowerment; transparency and integrity. Without 
good leadership traits, the achievement of good corporate 
governance is impossible. As Cyril Ramaphosa concluded his 
state of the nation address with the assuring comment “send me”, 
governing bodies should have the confidence to say “send us”.

Good governing bodies, good corporate governance

https://www.facebook.com/Chartered-Secretaries-Southern-Africa-CSSA-360160474013589/
https://www.facebook.com/Chartered-Secretaries-Southern-Africa-CSSA-360160474013589/
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Fulfilling the mandate of the Social and Ethics Committee is  

a journey and definitely not a task that can be executed in  

a short timeframe.

Yolandi van Zweel
Fluidrock Governance (Pty) Ltd

The Social and Ethics 
Committee – a driver  
of value

Successful companies are one of the crucial cornerstones of a 
thriving economy. Exceptional financial returns and healthy 
profit margins tend to be the natural primary focus of most 
companies. However, a company cannot exist in isolation and 
forms part of a complex interconnected business ecosystem. 
This view is echoed in King IVTM 1 where it defines corporate 
citizenship as “the recognition that the organisation is an integral 

part of the broader society in which it operates, affording the 

organisation standing as a juristic person with rights but also 

responsibilities and obligations…”.

The reality is that in generating financial returns the company’s 
activities have a direct and indirect impact on the company and 
all its stakeholders. Stakeholders can include employees, 
shareholders, service providers, communities and the 
environment. The company, as a corporate citizen, has financial 
and economic responsibilities but also social, cultural and 
environmental responsibilities. 

The Companies Act2 require that the Social and Ethics Committee3 
monitor good corporate citizenship but does not include granular 
detail on the role of the committee, especially in relation to the 
ethical component. In this regard King IVTM 1 has expanded the 
role of the Social and Ethics Committee to include, in addition to 
its statutory duties, oversight and reporting on organisational 
ethics, responsible corporate citizenship, sustainable development 
and stakeholder relationships. King IVTM 1 encourages all 
organisations to establish a Social and Ethics Committee and 
emphasises that the committee should be established to contribute 
to the creation of value and not just to satisfy compliance 
requirements.

In view of the expanded role and responsibility of the Social and 
Ethics Committee, it is imperative that a company appoints 
suitable members to the committee and ensure that the 
committee has a clear directive on the objectives to be achieved. 
As a driver of value an effective Social and Ethics Committee will 
play an integral role in the sustainability of the company.

https://www.facebook.com/Chartered-Secretaries-Southern-Africa-CSSA-360160474013589/
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The Social and Ethics 
Committee – a driver  
of value (continued)

Mindful and active engagement will be imperative as the task of 
evaluating the impact of a company on external factors such as 
society and the environment is a complex task. Fulfilling the 
mandate of the Social and Ethics Committee is a journey  
and definitely not a task that can be executed in a short 
timeframe – careful planning with a focused committee work 
plan will be essential.

“No man is an island” – John Donne

No man is an island... and no company either.

1  King IV Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016 published 
on 1 November 2016.

2  Section 72(4) and Regulation 43 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008, as 
amended. 

3  The Social and Ethics Committee is a statutory committee in terms of 
Section 72(4) of the Companies Act 71 of 2008.

04
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If you want to stretch your knowledge,
this is like becoming a yogi.

Stay ahead of the curve with Continued Professional 
Development from CSSA – the only body in South Africa 
that offers a qualification in corporate governance.

See our website for the latest 
seminar and workshop schedule

www.chartsec.co.za
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1.  Kindly provide a brief background on yourself – where 
you studied, your career path, where you currently work?

	    Matriculated – Balfour School – (Mpumalanga).
	    Obtained my B-Accounting degree at the University of 

Stellenbosch. 
	    Obtained my CTA through UNISA. Three and a half years 

Articles at KPMG Pretoria. Qualified as a Chartered 
Accountant in 2009. 

	    Logistical Manager at Colors Fruit in Paarl for two year. 
	    Joined PwC for two years in the Cayman Islands specialising 

in Captive Insurance. 
	    Become a Captive Manager for Willis Management Cayman. 
	    Return to SA and joined a Subsidiary of Willis SA called 

Group Risk Management Services. 
	    Qualified as a Chartered Secretary and became a FCIS.
	    Now the Deputy Managing Director of Group Risk 

Management Services.

2. Can you describe briefly what your current job entails?  
  As a company we are responsible for managing a Collective 

Insurance Agreement of 19 Corporate Clients. I am responsible 
for the accounting and secretarial function of the group 
company that we manage. 

  The co-ordination of the Groups Risk Management Programme 
is managed by myself.

3.  What do enjoy about your career? What are your greatest 
challenges from day-to-day?

  With an ever changing environment one is challenged on a 
daily basis. In addition to this, working with people, can be 
so rewarding and at the same time very challenging. I can 
honestly testify that my job stimulates me on a daily basis 
and allows me to develop and grow constantly.

05 Meet our  
members

The CSSA qualification will provide you with the guidance 

and tools to identify risks which are not tangible and manage 

these risks accordingly.

Marco Du Plessis, FCIS
Deputy Managing Director, Group 
Risk Management Services, Willis SA
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Meet our  
members (continued)

4.   Why did you choose the CSSA qualification/how has the 
course contributed to your career?

  Due to the importance of compliance and scandals taking 
place worldwide I wanted to better understand the root 
causes and equip myself with the knowledge to manage the 
risks more efficiently. In addition to this, while I was overseas, 
the New Companies Act and King IV was introduced in 
South Africa. I wanted to stay abreast of these developments 
and chose a CSSA qualification as part of my continuous 
professional development.

5.  Why would you recommend the qualification to others? 
  Compliance and governance is becoming more critical than 

ever before. To ensure that your company and other 
stakeholders are acting within the compliance framework is 
critical as it has a huge impact on the reputation risk of your 
company and on the individual. The CSSA qualification will 
provide you with the guidance and tools to identify risks 
which are not tangible and manage these risks accordingly.

6.  What is your view on the role of the Chartered Secretary 
in the work place of today?

  It is critical. Any company secretary/chartered secretary 
should guide the leadership in the right direction and ensure 
that the company and individual are compliant to the laws 
and regulations, not only local but also in the different 
territories that they operate in. There are currently so many 
case studies of companies that got the basics wrong. We 
should learn from others and ensure that one does not 
repeat the mistakes of others.

7.  Any inspirational anecdotes for fellow members and 
students?

  One must never wait for things to happen, one needs to take 
the lead and make things happen.

8.  How do you enjoy spending your leisure time?
 Family and golf.

  Weekly emails – continuously be updated with the latest 
thinking in the profession 

 Quarterly Ezine
 Quarterly Boardroom magazine
  Discounts on conferences and CPD seminars
  A guarantee to employers regarding the member’s 

character, integrity and accountability
  Adherence to a code of ethics and conduct

  Up-to-date technical support with a monthly technical 
newsletter

  Networking opportunities
  Access to Chartered Secretaries Placements should you  

be in need of a job or career guidance
  Commissioner of Oaths status for members that are in 

good standing

What are the current tangible benefits of membership? 

05
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In today’s world, the role of a Chartered Secretary has no one meaning  

and covers a multitude of tasks and responsibilities. With that said the  

role lies at the heart of the governance systems of companies and

is receiving ever great focus.
Cassandra Ludmann
Company Secretarial Administrator 
Financial Consulting Services (Pty) Ltd

1.  Kindly provide a brief background on yourself – where you 
studied, your career path, where you currently work?

  My name is Cassandra Ludmann, I am 23 years old.  
I completed my primary education at St. Andrew’s Primary 
School and my secondary education at Eldorado Secondary 
School in Windhoek, Namibia. 

  I am the eldest daughter of three siblings. Raised in a humble 
home, I learned in my formative years that hard work pays off. 
I grew up in a home with clear values that continue to shape 
my character.

  After high school, I immediately got into full time employment. 
Working at SGA Chartered Accountants as a Company 
Secretarial Assistant for almost two years which was the 
beginning of a career path I instantaneously had a love affair 
with. Having gained insight and understanding through my 
experience at SGA, I soon identified my next career move to 
FCS as one that will foster my growth.

  I am currently a student at Namibia University of Science and 
Technology busy completing my Bachelor’s degree in 
Business Management.

  Currently, I have over six years of working experience as a 
Company Secretarial Administrator coupled with my passion 
for it I had no hesitation enrolling for the Chartered Secretary 
qualification at Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa.

2. Can you describe briefly what your current job entails?  
  As a Company Secretary Assistant we are responsible for the 

efficient administration of a company, particularly with regards 
to ensuring compliance with statutory and regulatory 
requirements found in ensuring that decisions of the Board of 
Directors for specific companies are implemented.

  We must also ensure that an organisation complies with 
relevant legislation and regulations, and we keep our board 
members informed of legal responsibilities.

3.  What do enjoy about your career? What are your greatest 
challenges from day-to-day?

  I absolutely love meeting with our clients. I find it fascinating 
how I am able to gain insight on our clients that enables me 
to execute my core functions.

Students in 
the spotlight06
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  I particularly enjoy the interaction with our key stakeholders 
such as: Business Intellectual Property authorities, Ministry of 
Trade and Industry and the Master of High Court.

  My biggest reward is derived from delivering quality work that 
reflects on my employer and the standards maintained at our 
work place.

  Challenges that I identify with is managing time, finding a 
balance between my career and the rest of my life. When  
you do what you love, you tend to neglect everything else in 
your life.

4.   Why did you choose the CSSA qualification/how has the 
course contributed to your career?

  My most compelling reason I chose the program was the 
recommendation from my colleague also a prior student, and 
I see it as an opportunity to enhance my level of education.

  The CSSA programme is the cornerstone wherein the years of 
practical experience meets up with the technical parts of 
the job.

5.  Why would you recommend the qualification to others? 
  I would recommend the CSSA qualification to administration 

gurus and those pursuing a career in corporate governance. 
Backing up your experience with the highest qualification of 
being a Chartered Secretary is the key element of capacitating 
and elevating your role.

6.  What is your view on the role of the Chartered Secretary 
in the work place of today?

  I agree with the words once spoken by David Jackson, 
Corporate Secretary, that in “Today’s world, the role of a 
Chartered Secretary has no one meaning and covers a 

multitude of tasks and responsibilities. With that said the role 
lies at the heart of the governance systems of companies and 
is receiving ever great focus”.

  Any operating entity cannot exist or function without a 
Company Secretary as part of the management team.

7.  Any inspirational anecdotes for fellow members and 
students?

  I would like to tell my fellow members and students to live in 
accordance with their purpose. Once you have aligned with 
your purpose, everything else falls into place. I would also like 
to encourage them by saying it’s not the pace at which  
you achieve your goals, but rather the direction in which you 
are headed. 

  Finally, I would like to say as leaders in our workplace we must 
perspire to inspire, work to make a difference.

8.  How do you enjoy spending your leisure time?
  I love to cook and bake on weekends. I go to the gym for  

at least four to six hours on a weekend. On Sundays, I 
attend church.

  I prefer my own space, thus I would occasionally spend time 
with family and friends.

  I make time to reflect and meditate back on my life, where I 
need to improve to achieve my goals. I always try to work on 
improving myself and to become a better version each day.

  In my free time I watch television every once in a while, and my 
favourite programme is Child Genius.

  Most of the time I attend tutor classes for the few modules I  
still have left to pass at Namibia University of Science and 
Technology.

Students in 
the spotlight (continued)
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Are you struggling to find the right company secretary or governance professional for your organisation? We can assist.

Chartered Secretaries Placements has a specialist recruitment team to assist you in placing company secretaries and related  
governance professionals. 

Chartered Secretaries 
Placements

Contact details
Chartered Secretaries Placements 
Tel: 011 326 0975
Email: placements@chartsec.co.za

www.chartsec.co.za
See the Career Centre page

For corporates 
Our team knows how important a company secretary or governance professional is to a business. We understand what is needed to match skilled candidates to 
small and large organisations, as we have run small and large company secretarial departments. In addition, we know what technical questions to put to prospective 
candidates, which will ensure that these aspects are thoroughly explored prior to submitting short-listed names to organisations.

For prospective candidates 
Because of our intimate knowledge of the corporate governance and company secretarial profession over a combined 42 years, our team is able to appropriately match 
the relevant skill to the right opportunity to further your career objectives.

  You’ll stand out from the competition with an enhanced professional identity – those with professional qualifications instantly stand 
out to prospective employers.

  It gives instant recognition of your professional and academic achievement – being Chartered shows that you have reached a level of 
academic achievement and professional experience.

  The qualification is recognised around the globe and CSSA members in good standing are welcome anywhere in the world should 
they decide to emigrate.

  There is currently a shortage of qualified and experienced Chartered Secretaries, with demand on the increase in light of the 
Companies Act and the King code. This means that Chartered Secretaries can command competitive remuneration packages.

  If you are studying or starting out in your career, belonging to a professional body will give you a good head start and support structure.
  The benefits of belonging to a professional organisation can enhance your professional life and far outweigh the disadvantages of an 

annual fee.
  CSSA is:
 – A registered professional body with SAQA; 
 – A recognised controlling body for tax practitioners with SARS; 
 – An accredited quality assurance partner of QCTO;
 – Represented on the King committee.

Why become a Chartered Secretary?
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CPD opportunities online

and reflect on corporate governance

You do not have to put your life on hold to know  what is happening in the world of 
corporate governance.  The only professional body in Southern Africa that offers a 

qualification in  corporate governance is right at your fingertips, wherever you might be.

CLICK HERE 
to book for this 

webinar

LAMB

FISH
VEGETARIAN

VEGAN

BANTING

PALEO

RAW FOOD

WHOLE FOO
DS

MACROBIOTIC

Join us on 

Options are awesome!
Get the internationally recognised corporate 
governance qualification that gives you more scope.

Various career paths can be pursued such as:

  Company secretary

  Governance professional

  Risk manager

  Compliance officer

  Legal counsel

  Non-executive director

  Finance manager
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